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“Catch a parrot,” goes the old adage, “teach him to say ‘supply and demand’ and you have
an excellent economist.” When it comes to tracking inflation, however, most economists
would actually teach their parrots how to say ‘demand and expectations.’
In fact, persistent inflation is driven by two main factors:
• Excess demand. The inability of supply to satisfy demand at existing prices results
from one of two causes. The first is a persistent increase in demand to which supply
cannot easily adjust because all the existing capacity is in full use (think of the time it
takes to drill new copper mines). The second is a sudden drop in supply (if a major oil
field catches fire). This distinction is crucial because its implications for inflation are
very different: demand-driven inflation can be persistent, while supply-driven
inflation cannot.
• Expectations of future inflation. If people expect prices to grow 10%, they will
either immediately demand a 10% raise or they will buy as much as possible now to
avoid higher prices later.
The bout of inflation in recent data is driven by supply rather than demand. Factors of
production (labor, machinery, energy) are far from being fully utilized. Evidence shows
that there is room for employment, capacity utilization and output—all still below preCOVID levels in most countries—to rise and satisfy demand. If inflation is accelerating, it
must be that disruptions are preventing supply from rising back to, or above, pre-crisis
levels quickly enough to satisfy pent-up demand.
What are these disruptions? The stop-and-go pattern in the reopening of the economy, as
control of the virus turned more or less successful, made it impossible for suppliers to
predict future demand for their products and submit orders on time to meet the recovery.
This has created shortages in some goods and services, including semiconductors,
commodities, and home-building materials. Containers and container ships were not
made available at the right place or the right time, resulting in the dislocation of global
supply chains. To top it off, firms ran down their inventories at a faster pace than during
the global financial crisis to preserve liquidity buffers while the global economy was
shutting down (Chart 1). With the recovery more advanced in the U.S. than in the
euroarea, American firms started destocking again in Q1 2021, this time on rising
demand.
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Eurostat, Haver. As of May 18, 2021.

This has an important implication for inflation. The inflationary effects of supply
disruptions are necessarily temporary. If prices start to rise but wages remain mostly the
same, people will have the same money to buy more expensive goods, so they will just buy
less. Inflation will moderate and the economy will contract, often with lingering effects
given collateral damage. Lower purchasing power, higher unemployment, and the lost
capacity of production reduce the economy’s flexibility. The clearest example of such
dynamics is the 1973 oil shock: everything became more expensive in a matter of months
and the world economy fell into recession for the next two years, twice as long as it took
for inflation to plummet (Chart 2 illustrates the dynamics in the U.S.).
There are two possible outcomes to the situation today: either we live something akin to
the 1973 shock, with supply chain disruptions lasting for years; or production manages to
adapt while disruptions are eliminated and supply increases fast, closing the gap with
demand. Crucially, inflation slows down in both cases.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Haver. As of May 18, 2021. Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Haver. As of May 18, 2021.

Higher inflation could last into 2022, which may not be as temporary a shock as desired.
Yet, there is no reason today why supply should not adjust quickly. Only three
components (used cars, lodging and airline tickets), representing less than 5% of the core
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inflation basket, accounted for two-thirds of the rise in U.S. core inflation for April that
stunned the market (Chart 3). As backlogs are worked out, disruptions are likely to
correct and higher prices adjust down. Crucially, data show that manufacturing
inventories relevant to these specific sectors (transportation vehicles, machinery and
construction machinery, and primary metals) returned to pre-COVID levels by the end of
Q1. Easing of supply-side pressures should be in the making.
Where could we be wrong? The only way inflation can accelerate persistently is via
demand outpacing supply and moving the world to a demand-driven inflation regime.
For that to happen, labor markets must fully recover and wages rise at least at the same
pace as inflation. Workers could also demand higher wages to offset expected inflation,
even with persistent unemployment. Government stimulus checks in the U.S. provide
some workers with an incentive to stay home, thus reducing labor supply—but these are
due to stop in September. Mismatched skills, particularly after a long period of
unemployment, could magnify shortages and prove more persistently inflationary. We
stand at a crossroad, and the next few months will indicate whether we are shifting into a
more demand-driven inflation regime. Even then, if productivity growth materializes,
supply will catch up with demand and demand-driven inflation will not happen.
So far, wage dynamics in the U.S. are not showing any broad-based sign of acceleration
(Chart 4), which alleviates fears of demand-driven inflation. Wage growth has been
moderate, consistent with labor market slack. In addition, inflation expectations remain
in line with historical averages according to surveys (Chart 5). Europe lags behind in the
recovery and inflation remains low, at 1.6% Y/Y in April. With furlough schemes still in
place, there is no pressure on wages.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Haver. As of May 18, 2021.
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, Eurostat, Bloomberg, Haver. As of May 18, 2021.

The demand-driven inflation scenario could play out if policymakers keep monetary and
fiscal policy extremely accommodative after supply disruptions have dissipated and GDP,
employment, and wages have fully recovered. Such a big policy mistake is unlikely, but we
will watch key indicators of this scenario playing out. These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

real wages
labor participation and employment rates
productivity
manufacturing capacity utilization and industrial production levels
broadening inflation (more good and service categories showing rising inflation)
inflation expectations measures (e.g., University of Michigan and ECB surveys)

In the longer run, demographics and inequality, which played a major disinflationary role
the last three decades, must also somehow invert to make this inflation bout last. So it is
worth keeping an eye on these dimensions, too.
Markets may prove volatile as messy data continues to try and measure the strength of an
unprecedented recovery. So far, central banks are well aware of all this and are happy to
ride it out. They need to gather more evidence, rather than risk removing accommodation
too quickly and threaten the recovery. Our parrot will be watching, too.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are subject to change
without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely
performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not
guaranteed. Past performance is no indication of current or future performance. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY
INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio compositions and or examples set forth in this document are
provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or
investments. The composition, size of, and risks associated with an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in
this document. No representation is made that an investment will be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes in
the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering documents, if
applicable, for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document. For Professional
Investors/Institutional Investors only. This document should not be distributed to or relied on by Retail/Individual Investors. Barings
LLC, Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, Barings Australia Pty Ltd, Barings Japan
Limited, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment Limited, Baring Fund Managers Limited, Baring
International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited,
BaringAsset Management Switzerland Sàrl, and Baring Asset Management Korea Limited each are affiliated financial service
companies owned by Barings LLC (each, individually, an "Affiliate"), together known as "Barings." Some Affiliates may act as an
introducer or distributor of the products and services of some others and may be paid a fee for doing so.
NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any
financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any consideration of the investment
objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. This document is not, and must not be treated as,
investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment research, or a recommendation about the suitability or
appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a
projection or prediction.
In making an investment decision, prospective investors must rely on their own examination of the merits and risks involved and
before making any investment decision, it is recommended that prospective investors seek independent investment, legal, tax,
accounting or other professional advice as appropriate. Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those
of Barings. These views are made in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change
without notice. Individual portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make
different investment decisions for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received from sources we
believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information contained in this document is accurate, Barings
makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the information.
OTHER RESTRICTIONS: The distribution of this document is restricted by law. No action has been or will be taken by Barings to
permit the possession or distribution of the document in any jurisdiction, where action for that purpose may be required. Accordingly,
the document may not be used in any jurisdiction except under circumstances that will result in compliance with all applicable laws
and regulations. Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable for a prospective investor
or available in their jurisdiction.
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may not be altered, reproduced or distributed without Barings’ consent.
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